We analyze 18 sources that were found to show interesting properties of periodicity, very soft spectra, and/or large long-term variability in X-rays in our project of classification of sources from the 2XMMi-DR3 catalog but were poorly studied in the literature, in order to investigate their nature. Two hard sources show X-ray periodicities of ∼1.62 hr (2XMM J165334.4-414423) and ∼2.1 hr (2XMM J133135.2-315541) and are probably magnetic cataclysmic variables. One source 2XMM J123103.2+110648 is an active galactic nucleus (AGN) candidate showing very soft X-ray spectra (kT ∼ 0.1 keV) and exhibiting an intermittent ∼3.8 hr quasi-periodic oscillation. There are six other very soft sources (with kT < 0.2 keV), which might be in other galaxies with luminosities between ∼10 38 -10 42 erg s −1 . They probably represent a diverse group that might include objects such as ultrasoft AGNs and cool thermal disk emission from accreting intermediate-mass black holes. Six highly variable sources with harder spectra are probably in nearby galaxies with luminosities above 10 37 erg s −1 and thus are great candidates for extragalactic X-ray binaries. One of them (2XMMi J004211.2+410429, in M 31) is probably a new-born persistent source, having been X-ray bright and hard in 0.3-10 keV for at least four years since it was discovered to enter an outburst in 2007. Three highly variable hard sources appear at low galactic latitudes and have maximum luminosities below ∼10 34 erg s −1 if they are in our Galaxy, thus great candidates for cataclysmic variables or very faint X-ray transients harboring a black hole or neutron star. Our interpretations of these sources can be tested with future long-term X-ray monitoring and multi-wavelength observations.
INTRODUCTION
In Lin et al. (2012b, LWB12 hereafter) , we carried out source type classifications of 4330 sources from the 2XMMi-DR3 catalog, which is the largest X-ray source catalog ever produced, containing 353,191 Xray source detections for 262,902 unique X-ray sources from 4953 pointed observations made by XMM-Newton (Watson et al. 2009 ). For about one third of these 4330 sources we obtained reliable source types from the literature. They mostly correspond to various types of stars, active galactic nuclei (AGNs) and compact object (CO) systems containing white dwarfs (WDs), neutron stars (NSs), and stellar-mass black holes (BHs). These sources show different source properties in terms of the X-ray spectral shape, X-ray variability, and the multiwavelength cross-correlation, based on which we came up with a method to classify the rest of the sources into the above three main categories, i.e., stars, AGNs, and compact object systems. In brief, we first identified star candidates as those with low X-ray-to-IR flux ratios and/or frequent X-ray flares and then identified compact object system candidates from the remaining sources as those with properties hardly seen in AGNs, such as soft X-ray spectra and large long-term variability. The compact object system candidates identified in this way could inevitably include exotic objects with high science value, such as very soft AGNs like GSN 069 (Miniutti et al. 2013 ) and tidal disruption events (TDEs), in which stars approaching a supermassive BH (SMBH) is tidally disrupted and subsequently accreted (Lidskii & Ozernoi 1979; Rees 1988) .
About 200 strong compact object system candidates were found. Some of them were poorly studied in the literature. Because these objects are important targets for studies of dense matter and accretion physics in extreme environment and they are also a treasure for discovery of objects with high science value, we have planned a series of companion papers on these poorly studied compact object system candidates in order to shed new light on their nature. While the other companion papers focus on single sources (e.g., Lin et al. 2011 Lin et al. , 2013b , here we present a relatively large sample (18 in total), which were selected because they exhibited interesting properties of periodicity, very soft spectra, and/or large longterm variability. Some of their general properties from LWB12 are given in Table 1 , including the number of source detections in the 2XMMi-DR3 catalog, the number of the XMM-Newton observations, the 0.2-4.5 keV flux variation (V var14 ), etc. Throughout the paper, we generally use the unique source index from the 2XMMi-DR3 catalog (column SRCID) to refer to the sources (Table 1).
In this paper, we concentrate primarily on XMMNewton X-ray observations. We only present those that best demonstrate the source properties based on considerations of data quality, sampling of spectral states, etc. those when the source was detected are from the 2XMMi-DR3 catalog (red triangles; for source #222148, the 0.3-10 keV absorbed fluxes from our spectral fits are used (Table 3) ), while those when the source was not detected were estimated from http://www.ledas.ac.uk/flix/flix.html (upside down triangles). For Chandra observations only detections from the CSC are plotted, with the 0.5-7 keV fluxes plotted for ACIS observations (blue diamonds) and 0.1-10 keV fluxes for High Resolution Camera (HRC) observations (green squares).
Some sources are also observed by other X-ray observatories, especially the Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO). We mostly refer to the Chandra Source Catalog (CSC, release 1.1, Evans et al. 2010) for their behavior as observed with Chandra, except for one observation, which was analyzed to show the period of source #150140. In Section 2, we describe the analysis of the selected XMMNewton and Chandra observations of the sources. In Section 3, we present the results and discuss the possible nature of each source. The conclusions of our study are given in Section 4. Throughout the paper, we assume a flat universe with the Hubble constant H 0 =73 km s −1
Mpc
−1 and the matter density Ω M =0.27.
DATA ANALYSIS
The details of the XMM-Newton observations that we analyzed are given in Table 2 . We used SAS 11.0.0 and the calibration files of 2011 June for reprocessing the X-ray event files and follow-up analysis. The data in strong background flare intervals are excluded following the SAS thread for filtering against high background. We extracted the source spectrum for all available cameras from a circular region centered on the source, with the radius r src for each observation given in Table 2 . The In each panel, we note the SRCID number, the observation ID, the EPIC camera, the bin time, and the energy band used to produce each light curve. Note. -Columns are as follows.
(1): 2XMM-DR3 unique source index; (2): 2XMMi-DR3 Source designation; (3): X-ray 1-σ positional error for each coordinate, in units of arcsec; (4): Galactic latitude; (5)-(6): Number of XMM-Newton observations and the range of days; (7)-(8): Number of detections from the 2XMMi-DR3 catalog and the range of days; (9): Source type ("CO": candidate compact object system based on source properties given in column (10) (see LWB12); "ULX": candidate ultraluminous off-nuclear X-ray source; "XGS": candidate non-nuclear extragalactic source); (10) The source characteristics based on which we did not classify the source as an AGN ("S": soft (HR1<−0.4, HR2<−0.5, HR3<−0.7, or HR4<−0.8, where HR1-HR4 are hardness ratios; see LWB12); "H": hard (−0.1<HR3<0.5 and −0.25<HR4<0.1); "V": highly variable V var14 >10; "E": non-nuclear extra-galactic; "G": in Galactic plane (|b|<10)); (11) X-ray-optical separation (arcsec); (12): R2-band magnitude; (13) X-ray-to-optical flux ratio logarithm log(F X /F O ), where F X is the maximum 0.2-12 keV flux and F O is the optical flux defined as log(F O ) = −R2/2.5 − 5.37 (when no optical counterpart, we assumed R2 = 21; see LWB12); (14): X-ray-IR separation (arcsec) (15): Ks -band magnitude (16): X-ray-to-IR flux ratio logarithm log(F X /F IR ), where F IR is the IR flux defined as log(F IR ) = −Ks /2.5 − 6.95 (when no IR counterpart, we assumed Ks = 15.3, the 3-σ limiting sensitivity of the Ks band in the 2MASS; see LWB12); (17): The maximum 0.2-12 keV flux, in units of 10 −14 erg s −1 cm −2 ; (18): Flux variation factor in the 0.2-4.5 keV band; (19) The source name of the RC3 match; (20) The ratio of the angular separation to the D 25 isophote elliptical radius. Fig. 3. -The unfolded spectra (in units of photons cm −2 s −1 keV −1 ) of some spectral fits. In each panel, we note the SRCID number, the spectral model, the observation ID, and the EPIC camera used in the plot. For panels with multiple spectra, the observation IDs are given in the order of the spectra from the top to the bottom. The dotted, dashed, dot-dashed,dot-dot-dot-dashed, and solid lines correspond to the MCD, BB, PL, Gaussian line, and the total models. Fig. 4 .-The timing properties of source #150140. The panels in each row (except the botton one) show the Leahy power (left), the light curve folded at a period of P 0 =5844.90 s (middle), and the (unfolded) light curve (right) for each observation (1.0-12.0 keV). The arrows in the power plots mark the period of P 0 and harmonics (P 0 /2, P 0 /3, and P 0 /4). The dashed lines indicate the 99.9% confidence detection level assuming blind search over all frequencies and Poisson noise as the underlying continuum. Only powers below 0.1 Hz are shown, and we see no powers above the 99.9% confidence level above 0.1 Hz. The unfolded light curves are shifted in time to be aligned in phase. Panel (a) in the bottom row shows the total χ 2 values from the fits with a constant to the 1.0-12.0 keV light curves folded at various tentative periods using all six XMM-Newton observations 0109490101-601 (that is, the Chandra observation 6291 was not used). The 1.0-12.0 keV, 1.0-2.0 keV and 2.0-12.0 keV light curves folded at P 0 using also all six XMM-Newton observations are given in panels (b)-(d), respectively. Note. -For the Chandra observation 6291 (marked by "CXO"), the off-axis angle and the exposure refer to the ACIS detector. a In these observations, the source is right at the edge of the field of view of the MOS2 camera. b In this observation, the source is split by a CCD gap in the MOS2 camera background spectrum was extracted from a large circular region, typically with a radius of 50 ′′ -100 ′′ , near the source in each camera. The event selection criteria followed the default values in the pipeline (see Table 5 in Watson et al. 2009 ). We rebinned the spectra to have at least 20 counts in each bin so as to adopt the χ 2 statistic for the spectral fits, but for some very faint detections, the spectra were not rebinned, and the fits were carried out using the C statistic. Because most of our data have low statistics, we fitted the spectra only with simple models: a powerlaw (PL, powerlaw in XSPEC (Arnaud 1996) ), a multicolor disk (MCD, diskbb in XSPEC), a single temperature blackbody (BB, bbodyrad in XSPEC), or their combinations. Sometimes, a Gaussian emission line (described by the gaussian model in XSPEC) is added when needed. All models included an interstellar medium absorption, described by the wabs model in XSPEC.
For sources that we found to show periodic modulations in the light curves from visual inspection, we created the Leahy power (Leahy et al. 1983 ) for each observation to confirm the presence of periodicity. We used pn light curves extracted from the source region and binned at the frame readout time (MOS1 was used for the observation 0105261401 of source #122979 due to strong background flares in pn).
To constrain the values of their periods and examine the profiles of the modulation, we employed the epoch folding search technique. The folded backgroundsubtracted light curve for each camera is obtained by subtracting the folded light curve from the source region by the folded light curve from the background region (after being rescaled to the size of the source region). The total folded light curve for several cameras/observations are obtained by summing the folded background-subtracted light curves for individual cameras weighted by their total exposures (summed over all phase bins). All light curves were barycenter-corrected.
We also analyzed one Chandra observation of source #150140 (Table 2) to check the persistence of its period. It was carried out using the imaging array of the AXAF CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS; Bautz et al. 1998 ). We used the CIAO 4.4 package. The data were reprocessed to apply the latest calibration (CALDB 4.4.8). We used radii of 10 ′′ (Table 2 ) and 50 ′′ for the circular source and background regions, respectively.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The long-term flux curves, light curves of bright detections, and sample spectral fits of our sources are shown in Figures 1-3 , respectively. The spectral fit results are given in Table 3 .
Periodic Hard Sources
We discover signs of coherent pulsations from three hard X-ray sources, #254026, #150140 and #122979. Source #254026 was presented in Lin et al. (2013b) , and in the following we focus on the latter two sources. Their X-ray spectra can be fitted with an absorbed PL, with photon indices Γ PL ∼ 1 (Table 3) . Neither of them have optical or IR counterparts found in the USNO-B1.0 Catalog (Monet et al. 2003) 33 erg s −1 if a source distance of 8.5 kpc is assumed. There is a Chandra observation taken nearly four years later, with a similar spectrum ( Table 3 ). The spectral fits indicate fairly strong absorption (N H ∼ 0.6×10 
cm
−1 ) toward the source. Figure 4 , which plots the timing properties of the source, shows that there are X-ray modulations at a period around 5845 s (i.e., 1.62 hr) in all the XMM-Newton and Chandra observations. In the search for the period using the epoch folding technique, we used only the XMM-Newton observations, as their time gap with Chandra observation is too large and adding the Chandra observation only results in many similar local maxima of the total χ 2 near the period. The pulse profile shows only a single peak. The low phase has count rates consistent with zero but seems to last longer in the Chandra observation (for about 25% of the period) than in the XMM-Newton observations (for about 10% of the period). There is no significant variation of the pulse profile with energy. Considering its low X-ray luminosity and hard X-ray spectra, this source is probably a magnetic cataclysmic variable (CV), i.e., a polar or a intermediate polar. With the period and the pulse profile resembling those of some short-period one-pole polars (e.g., V347 Pav and GG Leo, Ramsay et al. 2004 ), source #150140 is most likely one such system. If it is really a CV, it is probably not in NGC 6231, which seems too young to form a CV. This is also supported by the larger column density inferred from our spectral fitting than that of NGC 6231 ((2-3)×10 21 cm −2 , Marggraf et al. 2004) .
Source #122979 has a Galactic latitude of 30.2
• and thus is probably nearby if it is in our Galaxy. It has two XMM-Newton observations separated by about half a year, with V var14 =1.7. The second observation has a very large off-axis angle of 17.4 ′ , and the source is only in the FOV of pn. The maximum 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity, from the first observation, is about 3×10 31 erg s −1 , assuming a source distance of 1 kpc. We found a possible ∼2.1 hr periodicity ( Figure 5 ), which, however, needs to be confirmed with longer observations. The source might be a magnetic CV, considering its probably low luminosity and hard X-ray spectra.
Very Soft Sources
We also found a handful of poorly studied very soft sources. Such sources have been observed in our Milky Way, the Magellanic Clouds, and nearby galaxies (for a recent review, see Di Stefano et al. 2010) . They are often referred to as supersoft (BB temperature kT BB 0.1 keV) or quasisoft (kT BB 0.3 keV) X-ray sources. They most probably represent a diverse group. If they are coincident with galactic nuclei, they could be ultrasoft AGNs or TDEs (e.g., Lin et al. 2011; Miniutti et al. 2013) . If they are off-nuclear and have luminosities of 10 35 -10 38 erg s −1 , they could be nuclear burning of material accreted by a WD (Greiner 2000) , supernova remnants (e.g., Kong et al. 2003) , central stars in planetary nebulae (e.g., Mereghetti et al. 2010) , or hot stellar core remnants from tidal stripping of giants by SMBHs (Di Stefano et al. 2001) . Those with luminosities below 10 34 erg s −1 could be thermally cooling isolated NSs (e.g., Kaplan et al. 2002) , NS X-ray binaries in quiescence (e.g., Webb & Barret 2007) , or WDs (e.g., WD 1254+223, which could be a binary (Bilíková et al. 2010) ). Very soft sources with luminosities above the Eddington limit of WDs (∼2×10 38 erg s −1 ), such as ultraluminous off-nuclear X-ray sources (ULXs, >10 39 erg s behavior in these two scenarios is expected to be different: the former should have the disk luminosity following the L ∝ T 4 relation, and the latter should have the observed outflow luminosity decreasing slightly with increasing temperature (Poutanen et al. 2007 ). However, neither trend has been generally observed, and sometimes there is strong debate (e.g., Mukai et al. 2003; Kong & Di Stefano 2005) . We note that the supercritical accretion explanation for ultralumineous very soft sources might also need to involve IMBHs, instead of stellar-mass BHs. This is because edge-on viewing is required to have very soft spectra, by viewing the cool outflow only (not the central hot region), but at high inclinations, it is hard to achieve super-Eddington luminosities due to self-absorption and lack of beaming effect (Ohsuga et al. 2005) .
We include seven very soft sources here, all with kT BB < 0.2 keV (see below) and at high Galactic latitudes (b = −22
• for source #65459 and |b| 60
• for the others). LWB12 selected out these sources for their low hardness ratios unseen in most AGNs (Table 1) . To compare more with AGNs, we also calculated the strength of soft excess R exc , defined as the ratio of unabsorbed 0.3-2 keV fluxes in the cool and hard components (Gierliński & Done 2004) , using the MCD+PL model (the BB+PL model gave comparable results). Because our sources have no significant hard X-ray emission, the PL component is generally not needed, in which case we fixed Γ PL at a value of 2 often seen in AGNs (LWB12) and calculated the 90% lower limit of R exc . Our sources have R exc 6 (see below), while most AGNs have R exc 1 (Gierliński & Done 2004 ).
Two Sources Unassociated with Nearby Galaxies
We first look at two sources, #107102 and #65459, which are not associated with any galaxy in the Third Reference Catalog (RC3, de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991) . Source #107102 is coincident with an optical source from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS, Release 8 4 , Table 4 ), which appears slightly extended. Its Magellan optical spectrum taken by Ho et al. (2012) showed only narrow emission lines (no broad H α or H β lines) that are consistent with a low-mass (10 5 M ⊙ ) type 2 Seyfert nucleus at a redshift of 0.11871 (a luminosity distance of 532 Mpc). The source was detected in all its three XMMNewton observations, with V var14 =2.1. Their spectra are all very soft (kT BB ∼0.12-0.14 keV or kT MCD ∼0.15-0.18 keV, Table 3, Figure 3 , R exc > 36). The 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity reached a peak of 3.6×10
42 erg s
in the second observation (0306630101). Remarkably, the source showed large coherent oscillations at a period about 3.8 hr in the two observations in 2005 December but not in the observation in 2003 July (Figure 6 ). However, the minima and maxima of the light curves in the two observations in 2005 do not seem to be well in phase ( Figure 6 ). Therefore we have probably detected a quasiperiodic oscialtion (QPO). The folded light curves in two energy bands (0.2-0.8 keV and 0.8-2 keV) in Figure 6 indicate that the modulation seems larger at higher energies. Considering the strong fast variability and little neutral absorption in X-rays, the lack of H α and H β lines in the Magellan optical spectrum taken by Ho et al. (2012) should indicate the real absence of the broad line region, instead of being hidden (i.e., not a standard type 2 AGN), similar to GSN 069 (Miniutti et al. 2013) . We have devoted a separate work (Lin et al. 2013a) to carry out detailed studies of the source, including formal calculation of the QPO significance by carefully modeling the red noise (the 99.9% upper limits (dashed lines) in Figure 6 account for only the Poisson noise but not the red noise) and the spectral fits with more physical models. We refer to this work for more discussion on the nature of the source. We note that the source was also discovered independently by Terashima et al. (2012) , who reported similar spectral and timing properties of the source as we show above. One main difference is that we show that the QPO is strong in both observations in 2005 December, not just in the first one as claimed by Terashima et al. (2012) . Source #65459 was detected in one observation on 2005 September 30, but not in an earlier observation on 2003 December 19, with V var14 >3.2 (Figure 1) . The detection has kT BB =0.11 keV or kT MCD =0.14 keV (Table 3, Figure 3 , R exc > 12). It shows some short-term variability (Figure 2) . The source has no counterpart from the USNO-B1.0 Catalog or the 2MASS PSC (Table 1). It was not observed by the SDSS. Future deep optical imaging is needed to check whether it is associated with any galaxy to help to pin down its nature.
Two Sources Near NGC 4151
We next look at two sources, #101369 and #101335. They have angular separations from the center of the galaxy NGC 4151 of α=7.1 ′ and 6.6 ′ , respectively. They were not considered to be associated with this galaxy by LWB12, because their ratios of the angular separation to the D 25 isophote elliptical radius α/R 25 are 2.8 and 2.5, respectively, larger than the threshold value of 2 used to determine the association. Considering that NGC 4151 in fact has outer arms observed to extend out to 6 ′ (Pedlar et al. 1992) , it is still possible that both sources are in this galaxy. Alternatively, they could be associated with distant galaxies, considering that both of them have SDSS optical counterpart candidates (Table 4).
Source #101369 has eight XMM-Newton observations spanning nearly six years but was only detected in the first three observations which are continuous in time around 2000 December 22 and have very similar spectra, resulting in V var14 >5 (Figure 1) . The X-ray spectra are supersoft (kT BB ∼0.08 keV, Table 3, Figure 3 , R exc = 11). The maximum 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity is 1.3×10 39 erg s −1 if it is in NGC 4151 (20.3 Mpc, Liu & Bregman 2005) . The SDSS counterpart candidate of the source is slightly extended (the r-band Petrosian radius is ∼1.
′′ 5) and has a photometric redshift of 0.17±0.03, corresponding to a luminosity distance of 790 Mpc. The maximum 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity of the source is 2.0×10 42 erg s −1 using this distance. Source #101335 was detected in all its eight XMMNewton observations spanning nearly six years, with V var14 =2.6 (Figure 1) . We note that the source was at the CCD edge in some observations, which could affect the calculation of the long-term variability. The source was also detected in one Chandra detection in the CSC (Figure 1 ) and in several occasions by ROSAT HRI and PSPC in the early 1990s with similar fluxes (White et al. 1994) , indicating the persistence of the source over nearly two decades. The fits with an absorbed PL to band count rates in XMM-Newton observations indicate that the source spectra were generally soft except the latest observation 0402660201 on 2006 November 29 (LWB12). We analyzed this observation and another observation 0112830201 on 2000 December 22 in detail (Tables 2  and 3 , Figures 2 and 3) . The second observation has a higher S/N, and it cannot be fitted well with a BB, while the fit with a MCD is acceptable, with kT MCD = 0.21 keV (Table 3 , R exc > 6). The observation 0112830201 is fainter and shorter and has a low S/N, but the fit with a MCD requires a significantly higher temperature kT MCD = 0.59 keV, and a PL fit gives Γ PL =2.1, which probably indicates a state transition. If the source is in NGC 4151, the 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity reached 2.3×10 39 erg s −1 and 1.7×10 39 erg s −1 in the soft observation 0112830201 and the hard observation 0402660201. The SDSS counterpart candidate of the source is faint and appears blue and point-like (Table 4) .
Therefore, if they are in NGC 4151, both sources #101369 and #101335 would be very soft ULXs and could be due to cool thermal disk emission from accreting IMBHs or outflows from supercritical accretion. For source #101335, there is possible state transition without large variation in luminosity, which could possibly be explained more easily with the former model. If the SDSS sources are their counterparts in this galaxy, these counterparts would have absolute r-band magnitudes about −12.0 and −9.9, respectively, which are very bright and could be very massive star clusters. Alternatively, these SDSS sources are still their counterparts but are distant galaxies. Then sources #101369 and #101335 could be caused by nuclear activity. Considering its possible transient nature, sources #101369 could be a TDE. For source #101335, whose flux was relatively constant over nearly two decades, it could be an ultrasoft AGN similar to GSN 069 (Miniutti et al. 2013 ).
Three Sources Associated with Nearby Galaxies
The other three very soft sources that we analyzed are sources #8085, #183876, and #187831, which LWB12 found to be likely within some RC3 galaxies. Source #8085 was detected on the outskirts of NGC 300 (α/R 25 =1.1 (Table 1) ) in all its four XMM-Newton observations spaning 4.9 years, but exhibiting large longterm variability (V var14 =36, Figure 1 ). Clear spectral change was observed, with kT BB varying from 0.07 to 0.12 keV (Table 3 , R exc > 174). Its maximum 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity is 1.2×10 38 erg s −1 , assuming a distance of 2 Mpc (Freedman et al. 2001) .
Source #183876 was detected toward Seyfert 1 galaxy NGC 7314 (α/R 25 =0.8) in two XMM-Newton observa-tions separated by 6 years, with no significant spectral variation observed (V var14 =1.2, Figure 1 ). The spectral fitting results of one observation (on 2006 May 4) are given in Table 3 and shown in Figure 3 . The spectrum has kT BB =0.17 keV or kT MCD =0.21 keV (R exc = 11). Although we added a weak PL in the fit, this component can be due to contamination from the nucleus. There are also two detections in the CSC about one month after the second XMM-Newton observation, with comparable fluxes (Figure 1) . Assuming a distance of 12.9 Mpc (Liu & Bregman 2005) , its 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity is about 8.6×10
38 erg s −1 . Source #187831 was detected in the second of its three XMM-Newton observations of Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC 7582 (α/R 25 =0.9, V var14 >5.0, Figure 1) . The detection has kT BB =0.12 keV or kT MCD =0.14 keV (Table 3 , Figure 3 , R exc > 34). The light curve exhibits significant variability (Figure 2) . Assuming a distance of 17.6 Mpc (Liu & Bregman 2005) , we obtained a 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity of 1.1×10 39 erg s −1 , making it a ULX. We note that this source is also close to another galaxy 6dFGS g2318191-422235 at a redshift of 0.05814 (Jones et al. 2009 ), at a separation of 4.
′′ 6 (corresponding to 5 kpc). Thus it is possible that source #187831 is in this galaxy instead, which would increase its 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity to be 2.3×10 41 erg s −1 (assuming a luminosity distance of 249.6 Mpc).
Sources #183876 and #187831 have maximum luminosities well above the Eddington limit of WDs (∼2×10 38 erg s −1 ) and are probably due to cool thermal disk emission from IMBHs or outflows from supercritical accretion. Source #8085 could have a similar origin, instead of nuclear burning of material accreted by a WD, for its relatively high luminosity and BB temperature (0.12 keV) in one observation. Among these three sources, only source #8085 showed clear spectral variation, which could be used to differentiate between the thermal disk and outflow models. Both the BB and MCD fits suggest significant temperature variation at a relatively constant emission area (Table 3) , which seems to favor the thermal disk model, but this should be confirmed with future high-quality observations.
Sources with Large Long-term Variability

Off-nuclear Extragalactic Source Candidates
We analyzed six sources that appear in nearby galaxies and show large long-term variability. Because of their high peak luminosities (> 10 37 erg s −1 , see below) and the lack of very hard spectra expected for accretion-powered X-ray pulsars (LWB12), they are most likely accreting BHs or weakly magnetized NSs (they are mostly low-mass X-ray binaries) if they are indeed extragalactic (CVs have luminosities < 10 33 erg s −1 when they are not in the supersoft phase (Muno et al. 2004) ). The differentiation between accreting BHs and accreting weakly magnetized NSs is generally difficult, but hints can still be obtained in some cases. Observation of luminosities much higher than the Eddington limit for accreting NSs (1.8×10 38 erg s −1 assuming a 1.4-M ⊙ NS and the pure hydrogen accreting material) and/or observation of soft spectra of kT MCD < 1 keV at high luminosities will favor the accreting BH scenario , because accreting weakly magnetized NSs, even when they are in the soft state, seldom exhibit so soft spectra due to presence of the hot emission from the impact of accreting materials onto the NS surface (Done & Gierliński 2003; Lin et al. 2007 Lin et al. , 2009 Lin et al. , 2010 Lin et al. , 2012a . NS X-ray binaries can appear very soft only near quiescence (<10 34 erg s −1 , Webb & Barret 2007). We first look at four sources (#7204, #29251, #105130 and #241580) that are probably BH X-ray binaries. Source #7204 was detected in one of nine observations of NGC 253 (α/R 25 =0.74, V var14 >23, Figure 1) . The spectrum was fitted with an absorbed PL with Γ PL =2.9 by Barnard et al. (2008) . We reanalyzed the data and obtained a consistent fit (Table 3) . Considering the high value of Γ PL , we also fitted the spectra with a MCD plus a weak PL (Γ PL was fixed at a value of 2 due to its large uncertainty). The best-fitting disk temperature is about 0.5 keV, and the 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity is 0.86×10 38 erg s −1 if a distance of 3.0 Mpc is assumed (Liu 2011) .
Source #29251 was detected in two of fourteen observations of NGC 1313 (α/R 25 =0.18, V var14 >30, Figure 1 ). These two detections, separated by only 76 days, are probably from the same outburst. The fluxes and spectral shapes are similar in these two detections. We fitted the spectrum of one observation using the MCD model (Table 3, Figure 3 ) and obtained kT MCD =0.8 keV and a 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity of 4.0×10 38 erg s −1 , assuming a distance of 3.7 Mpc (Liu & Bregman 2005) . We note that an absorbed PL with Γ PL = 2.4 can also fit the spectrum (Table 3 ). The source was also detected by ROSAT, with a slightly higher luminosity than we report here (Liu & Bregman 2005) , indicating the recurrent nature of the outbursts.
Source #105130 was detected in three of five observations on the outskirts of NGC 4395 (α/R 25 =1.65, V var14 >65). We analyzed the brightest observation, taken on 2004 July 3, and found that the MCD model (kT MCD =0.6 keV) fitted the spectrum better than the PL and BB models, with the χ 2 values decreased by 39 and 181 for 138 degrees of freedom, respectively (Table 3, Figure 3 ). No significant short-term variation is seen in this observation (Figure 2 ). Assuming the source to be in NGC 4395 at a distance of 3.6 Mpc (Liu & Bregman 2005) , we obtained the maximum 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity of 1.9×10 38 erg s −1 . The source has two detections in the CSC (Figure 1) , which, in addition to XMM-Newton observations, seem to suggest at least three outbursts within four years. The source was also detected in one ROSAT HRI observation 1RH702725N00 in 1996 (2.3×10 38 erg s 38 erg s −1 if a distance of 7.8 Mpc is assumed (Liu 2011) .
We see that sources #7204, #29251, and #105130 have soft spectra with kT MCD 0.8 keV and that sources #29251, #105130 and #241580 have maximum 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosities above the Eddington limit for accreting NSs. Therefore, these four sources are probably BH X-ray binaries.
We next look at two sources (#222148 and #222243) in M 31. Source #222148 was detected in five of eighteen observations of M 31 (α/R 25 =0.15, V var14 >152). There are also eleven detections in the CSC. All these XMMNewton and Chandra detections spanned about 407 days from 2007 November to 2008 December (Figure 1) . The outburst was discovered by Galache et al. (2007) from a 5ks Chandra observation on 2007 July 31, indicating that the outburst actually began earlier. To check whether the outburst is still ongoing, we analyzed 19 new observations that were not included in the 2XMMi-DR3 catalog but publicly available as of 2012 August (so covering data before 2011 July). The spectral fits using an absorbed PL for these 19 observations, in addition to the five detections included in the 2XMMi-DR3 catalog, are given in Table 3 . The results show that the source has been X-ray bright for more than four years (this is also supported by Hofmann et al. (2013) , who recently analyzed Chandra HRC observations of the source). The fluxes varied strongly at the beginning of the outburst and became fairly constant later. The spectra are consistently hard, with Γ PL ∼1.8. One sample spectral fit is shown in Figure 3 , using observation 0672130101, which has the most counts. The maximum 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity is 6×10 37 erg s −1 , and the average is around 4×10 37 erg s −1 (assuming a distance of 780 kpc, Stanek & Garnavich 1998 ). Although we found no optical and IR counterparts from the USNO-B1.0 Catalog and 2MASS PSC, there is an optical source LGGS J004211.09+410431.0 in Massey et al. (2007) at a separation of 1.
′′ 8, which has a V -band magnitude of 22.4±0.1 and colors of B − V = 1.4 ± 0.4, V − R = 0.6 ± 0.1 and R − I = 1.0 ± 0.1 and is probably a late-type dwarf star.
There have been some X-ray binaries known to remain X-ray bright most of the time since they were discovered to begin the outburst, e.g., the BH X-ray binary candidates Swift J1753.5-0127 (since 2005 May, Soleri et al. 2010 ) and GRS 1915+105 (since 1992 August, McClintock & Remillard 2006 ) and the accretionpowered millisecond X-ray pulsar HETE J1900.1-2455 (since 2005 June, Galloway et al. 2007 ). Swift J1753.5-0127 is essentially in the hard state, with 2-10 keV luminosity mostly around 5×10 36 erg s −1 (Soleri et al. 2010) . HETE J1900.1-2455 has a similar mean luminosity (4.4×10 36 erg s −1 in 2.5-25 keV, Galloway et al. 2008) and is mostly (but not always) in the hard state based on the hardness ratios that we calculated from the RXTE monitoring pointed observations (following a method as described in Lin et al. (2007) ). GRS 1915+105 exhibits complicate behavior and has shown several states (including both the hard and soft/thermal states). If source #222148 is a BH X-ray binary, it should be in the hard state. To check whether the source could be an accreting weakly magnetized NS in the hard state, in which a BB component is normally present and contributes a few percent (but <10%) of the luminosity (Lin et al. 2007 (Lin et al. , 2010 , we added a BB component in the fit to the observation 0672130101. We found that the spectral fit was not significantly improved (the χ 2 decreased by 2.6 from 63.0 while the degrees of freedom decreased by 2 from 74), with the BB flux estimated to be <20% of the total (0.3-10 keV, absorbed) at a 90%-confidence level. Thus, although we do not need the BB in the fits, we cannot exclude its presence at the level expected for accreting weakly magnetized NSs in the hard state. However, the luminosity of accreting weakly magnetized NSs in the hard state is normally lower than 10% of the Eddington limit (Lin et al. 2007 (Lin et al. , 2010 Galloway et al. 2008; Hartman et al. 2009 ), while source #222148 is slightly brighter (by a factor of 2 or more if the luminosity is estimated over a broader energy band). We note that we cannot exclude the possibility that the source is in the soft state of an accreting weakly magnetized NS based on the spectral fit. To demonstrate this, we also fitted the spectrum of observation 0672130101 with a model of MCD+BB, which are often used to fit the soft state of an accreting weakly magnetized NS (Mitsuda et al. 1984; Lin et al. 2007 Lin et al. , 2009 Lin et al. , 2010 Lin et al. , 2012a and obtained a similar quality of the fit as that using an absorbed PL (Table 3 ). This is because the soft-state spectra of accreting weakly magnetized NSs can still appear hard below about 7 keV. Future broad band observations with observatories such as NuSTAR can break such a model degeneracy easily.
Source #222243 was detected in three of nineteen observations of M 31. It is only α=1.5 ′ (α/R 25 =0.02) away from the center of M 31. LWB12 measured V var14 >6 and V var (0.2-12.0 keV)>10, but these variation factors were most likely underestimated due to the bright diffuse emission in the galaxy center. The CSC indicates that the source was also detected in nine Chandra observations from 2007 March to 2008 December, with 0.1-10 keV fluxes about 10 −14 erg s −1 cm −2 . In fact, there are many more Chandra observations of this source, indicating that the source is generally faint for 12 years (Barnard et al. 2012; Hofmann et al. 2013) . In comparison, the three XMM-Newton observations in which the source was detected were made at the beginning of 2007 January, with 0.2-12.0 keV fluxes in the range of (1.4-12.2)×10 −13 erg s −1 cm −2 . Their spectra are all hard. We analyzed the brightest observation 0405320801 and found clear residuals when we fitted the spectrum with a single component model (i.e., an absorbed MCD, BB, or PL). We obtained an acceptable fit with a MCD+BB model (Table 3 and Figure 3) , indicating that the source might be an accreting weakly magnetized NS in the soft state (see discussion above for source #222148). The 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity is 6.8×10 37 erg s −1 (assuming a distance of 780 kpc, Stanek & Garnavich 1998) . The source is probably in the globular cluster candidate BH16 (i.e., PB-in7, Galleti et al. 2004; Barnard et al. 2012 ).
Galactic Source Candidates
Sources #142052, #165335 and #174295 are at low Galactic latitudes (|b| < 3
• ) and have Galactic longitudes of about 327
• , 11
• , and 80
• , respectively. They are highly variable (V var14 > 20, Figure 1 , Table 1 ). Their X-ray spectra are generally hard and can be fitted with an absorbed PL (when detected, Table 3, Figure 3 ). They all have optical and IR counterparts found within 1.3
′′ from the USNO-B1.0 Catalog and the 2MASS PSC. LWB12 classified them as compact object systems based on high X-ray-to-IR flux ratios, lack of flares, and large variability.
Source #142052 was detected in all four XMMNewton observations and one Chandra observation (ObsID: 7287, from the CSC) spanning five years, with V var14 =23 (Figure 1) . It is probably AX J1549.8-5416, which was detected in the ASCA Galactic Plane Survey (Sugizaki et al. 2001) . Thus the source is probably persistent but highly variable. In the spectral fits to two long XMM-Newton observations (0402910101 and 0560181101), a Gaussian Fe line was detected above 3σ (based on the normalization), with an equivalent width (EW) of about 1.0 keV (Table 3) . The source peak luminosity is in the range between about 2×10 32 and 10 34 erg s −1 (0.3-10 keV, absorbed) if the source distance is between 1-8.5 kpc. Its optical counterpart is probably NSV 20407, a variable star with the B-band magnitude ranging from < 18 to 16.7 (Samus et al. 2009 ), supporting to identify it as a CV. Further considering that the magnetic CVs often exhibit the Fe emission line (Ezuka & Ishida 1999) , source #142052 is probably one such system. Source #165335 was detected in one of its two XMMNewton observations (V var14 > 25). It was also detected in a Chandra observation in 2006 (ObsID: 6405, from the CSC) and is source 23 in Pravdo et al. (2009) in the direction of the MRR 32 X-ray cluster. The flux in this Chandra observation is very low, resulting in a 0.5-7 keV flux variation factor of 167, compared with the XMM-Newton detection. The 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity in the XMM-Newton detection is within the range of 8×10 31 to 6×10 33 erg s −1 if the source distance is between 1-8.5 kpc. Considering that it appears in a star forming region, the bright XMM-Newton observation, which last 32 ks and showed no obvious variability, might be due to an extremely long (probably several days) stellar X-ray flare. However, stellar X-ray flares with durations of days and flux increasing factors of more than one hundred are rarely seen. Flares lasting for days or more have been detected before from RS CVn stars (e.g., Kuerster & Schmitt 1996; Endl et al. 1997, and references therein) , but they have flux increasing factors of only a few tens. LWB12 reported several flares (e.g., sources #64367 and #146561) with flux increasing factors of more than one hundred, but they remained bright for only a few ks. If it is not a star, it is most probably a CV or a very faint X-ray transient (VFXT) with a BH or NS as the accretor (Wijnands et al. 2006) , considering the very low peak luminosity of the source. VFXTs are transient sources with peak outburst luminosities between 10 34 and 10 36 erg s −1 . The lower limit of 10 34 erg s −1 is adopted in the definition so that they are not CVs but probably accreting BHs or NSs. It is not clear whether they can in fact have fainter outbursts. Most known VFXTs were detected toward the Galactic center from the intensive monitoring of the Galactic center by XMM-Newton and Chandra (Sakano et al. 2005; Muno et al. 2005; Wijnands et al. 2006) . Our knowledge on this class of objects is still very limited.
Source #174295 was securely detected in an observation on 2004 November 9, with a hard and highly absorbed spectrum as indicated by the fits with an absorbed PL (Table 3, Figure 3 ), but it was hardly detected in the observations ten days before and ten days after it, indicating a short outburst. The source has a candidate SDSS point-like counterpart (Table 4 ), which appears very red, probably caused by strong absorption. The maximum 0.3-10 keV absorbed luminosity would be between 2×10
32 and 10 34 erg s −1 if the source distance is within 1-8.5 kpc. Similar to our discussion for source #165335 above, this source might be a CV, a VFXT with a BH or NS as the accretor, or a star with an extremely energetic stellar flare.
CONCLUSIONS
We have studied 18 sources from the 2XMMi-DR3 catalog that were poorly studied in the literature but show interesting properties of periodicity, very soft spectra and/or large long-term variability in X-rays in order to investigate their nature. Our findings can be summarized as follows:
1. Two sources have been persistently detected with hard spectra (Γ PL ∼ 1). One of them (source #150140) was detected on the outskirts of the young open cluster NGC 6231 and showed a 1.62 hr periodicity in six XMM-Newton observations and one Chandra observation separated by nearly four years. There is also a ∼2.1 hr period candidate in the other source (#122979), but it needs to be confirmed with future long observations. Both sources are good magnetic CV candidates.
2. Seven very soft sources (kT BB < 0.2 keV) are probably in other galaxies, which would imply the luminosities ranging from about 10 38 to 10 42 erg s −1 . Some of them might be coincident with galactic nuclei and best explained as ultrasoft AGNs or TDEs, while the others are probably off-nuclear and could be cool thermal disk emission from accreting IMBHs or edge-on viewing of optically thick cool outflows from supercritical accretion. One source (#107102) is an AGN candidate and showed an intermittent QPO at about 3.8 hr, i.e., in two observations in 2005 December but not in one observation in 2003 July.
3. Six highly variable sources with spectra harder than the above very soft sources appear in nearby RC3 galaxies and probably have luminosities above 10 37 erg s −1 , making them great candidates for extragalactic X-ray binaries. One source (#222148, in M 31) has remained X-ray bright and hard in 0.3-10 keV since it was discovered to enter an outburst on 2007 July 31 and thus is probably a newborn persistent source. 4. Three highly variable hard sources appear at low galactic latitudes and have maximum luminosities below about 10 34 erg s −1 if they are in our Galaxy. They could be CVs, VFXTs with a BH or NS as the accretor, or stars with extremely strong flares.
Although most of our sources still require future optical spectroscopic observations and/or long-term X-ray monitoring to finally pin down their nature, it is clear that our sample contains a variety of objects with all kinds of spectral behavior. Some of them belong to rare classes that still have relatively small numbers of sources known, such as very soft X-ray sources, very faint transient and new-born persistent sources, and our discovery of new objects for these classes is thus important for our understanding of them. We found their properties mostly consistent with previous studies, but some new results were also obtained. Focusing on the seven very soft X-ray sources, we found the existence of both supersoft and quasisoft X-ray sources and the possibility that some of them are the same class of objects because supersoft and quasisoft spectra can be observed in a single source (see source #8085), consistent with previous studies (e.g., Kong & Di Stefano 2005) . However, we also observed some evidence that they displayed various kinds of spectral evolution behavior (being transient or persistent with either small or large long-term variability and displaying state transition) often seen in X-ray binaries. It is not clear whether this is completely because our sample might include several classes of objects. Our discovery of some unique objects is also significant, especially source #107102, as an AGN candidate with very soft spectra and a strong QPO in X-rays (Lin et al. 2013a) . There is only one other AGN known to show similarly weak hard X-ray emission (GSN 069, Miniutti et al. 2013 ) and only two other galactic nuclei with QPOs significantly detected (RE J1034+396, Gierliński et al. 2008 ; Swift J164449.3+573451, Reis et al. 2012) .
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